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Message from the President
Well, I think the economy is doing better due to the fact I have been out of town on business several times in
February. I would like to thank Mr. V.P. Paul Douds for what I heard was a great meeting. Thanks, Paul!!
Also, thanks to Bob Oliva for printing the WINDY CITY JETS raffle tickets. YOU NEED IN ON THIS
ONE!! The tickets are on sale Now! $20.00 each. We have 3 Jet Kits already plus other stuff on the way.
Even if you are not a Jet guy….you could sell one of these kits so fast!! Plus, all the proceeds go to the Fox
Valley Aero Club. I am heading down to Florida Jets March 4th to promote our event and sell some tickets.
Dave Taitel, owner of Venture Hobbies, is going to Florida with me. Dave has also raised his hand and asked
to help make our Club successful by promoting us at his store and giving discounts to our members! He is
planning on some more great things for us.
The Festival of Giants is also coming along nicely. We already have a nice BIG Extra donated from PLANES
PLUS. Thanks!!
Regardless of the weather, on most weekends our field is full of members. It’s amazing how bad you guys
want to fly. That’s great!! That is why we built this awesome field. However, in the spring Lee will seed
again around our stands and pavilion. During that seeding time we will be roping off small areas to give the
grass a chance to grow. Please try to stay off those spots. Thanks!!
Keep Building and……Never say “Yea, That’s good enough”…..Make it right and fly it ALL summer!

Jeff Anderson
President , Fox Valley Aero Club
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Fox Valley Aero Club
General Business Minutes
February 10, 2005

Vice-President Paul Douds called the meeting to order at 7:30 P.M.
Secretary Julian Pugh read the club minutes for the January 13th meeting. The club members approved the minutes.
Treasurer Don Bennish submitted a financial report to the club. The financial report was approved by the membership. The VicePresident reported the resignation of Don Bennish as club Treasurer, due to pressing private business matters. A motion was made
to appoint Bill Simmons as the FVAC Treasurer. This was approved by the club membership.
Safety Committee member Karl Griesbaum reported that the committee was in the process of writing new field rules that would be
presented to the FVAC Board at the next meeting.
Field Chairman Lee Patterson reported on new plywood being laid down at the field and requested that members not use the
flying stands until the mud situation has cleared up and that members always walk on the plywood to keep damage to a minimum.
The Fun Fly Chairman Allen Galle handed out a listing of the scheduled 2005 Fun Fly Events and dates.
Greg Bohler gave a review of the plans for the Grand Field Grand Opening Ceremony to be held 6/11/2005.
Swap Shop Chairman Julian Pugh reported on the progress for the 2005 Swap Shop that will be held 2/12/2005. He requested
members assist in setting up and tearing down the exhibit hall, donate items to be sold and to assist in the various activities needed
at the Swap Shop.
Membership Chairman Jason Walsh advised members that he has FVAC Stickers for 2005 and New Member Badges. Contact
Jason if you require either of these items.
Under new business, a second reading on the proposal to amend Article VII of the constitution to include the Membership and
Newspaper Editor to the FVAC Board of Directors. A motion and second was received to include this amendment into the
constitution of the FVAC. This was passed by majority vote.
Steve Gwalik nominated Merlyn Gray for membership. Merlyn resides in Carol Stream and has considerable experience in R/C
flying. His interests are primarily with Giant Scale Airplanes. His membership was approved by member vote. Welcome to
FVAC, Merlyn!
Vice-President Paul Douds appointed Art Wascher as the All Season Flyer Chairman. His responsibilities will be to handle the
approval and submission of All Season Flyer information to the AMA.
Julian Pugh introduced guest Dave Cotton. Dave is an active R/C'er and is Secretary of Propmasters R/C Club in Naperville.
Thanks for visiting, Dave!
Mel Ziska gave a presentation on Basic Pattern Maneuvers and showed the membership a Dave Snow “Mirage” Pattern Plane.
This was very interesting.
Mike Kostecki then discussed safety items including Fail-Safe, Tie-Downs and Safety Glasses.
Vice-President Douds adjourned the meeting at 8:16 P.M.
Julian Pugh
Secretary
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Scratch Built by Al Trevino
This is my pride and joy. I scratch built it. I ordered the plans from
Balsa USA. It is the Der Jager (THE HUNTER) Biplane. It has a wing
span of 80 inches ailerons top and bottom. It has a G62 gas engine
pulling a 22 X 10 prop. It has 2, 24 ounce tanks, one for the smoke
system and one for the gas. It has an electric pump for the smoke
powered by its own battery. It weighs 25LBs. I built it for my son

Bryan. He lives right on Peck across from the OLD
flying field. I had to order everything from specialty
shops, the cowl, wheel pants the landing gear I had
them make one up for me. The spinner had to be
modified. The cabane struts I had to heat them up and
bend them to shape. I have a spring loaded starter on
the crank. It works great. I put the safety switch on
OFF, close the choke, give it a couple of spins till I
smell gas open the choke, flip the switch to on and flip
it and it cranks right up. It has been up twice and it flies
great. Man is that motor powerful, its scary starting that
puppy up. Al Trevino

Helpful Hints of the Month by Marty
1) Never use silicone near any of your electronic solder connections. Silicone contains a mild acid that over time will eat away at
any wiring connections and cause them to fail. I used to think it was a great idea to dab a little silicone in high stress areas like
where an antenna comes out of its case or inside a servo when I made repairs, etc. The first sign of a problem is when the area
starts to turn black. If you have ever used silicone on any of your electronic boards now might be a good time to go back, remove
it and check for any damage.
2) One weak area that we all have is the servo and battery connection points. In recent years I have been getting in the habit of
tying the male and female connectors together with thread or even floss (new). Over the years all of my fingers have become all
thumbs and when I reach into an airplane all sorts of bad things can happen so less things that can come unplugged the better.
3) A quick range check each time you go flying is a good routine to get into. We all get lazy so it is good to make good habits that
we do automatically before each day’s flying. A range check might help you if your computer radio is set to the wrong airplane
too.
4)Helicopter people have been using blue loctite for metal to metal parts for years. It works great for planes too but not on any
plastic parts. Give it a try. It works great.
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Retirement Party Pictures
and
Bob Walker Flypaper Roast
“His Work Years!”
By Lee Patterson:
I met Bob when he owned the hobby shop at 222 West Main Street in St. Charles. That is where Pub 222 is located now. He
helped me and many others with trains back then. He then moved over to the Arcada building where Starbucks is now.. He almost
killed the landlord, L.O.L. Then he moved the hobby shop to 202 East Main by the barber shop. I think his first partner was Joe
Samuels. He then started Robart with Bart and sold the hobby shop to Keith Hall. One of the funniest times we had was when they
got Pacer Zap glue. We went to lunch at the Check Mate with Bart and the Glue people. Half the way through lunch everything was
stuck to the table including our arms glued to the table and legs stuck together. It took four bottles of Debonder to get the silverware
off the table. He then went to Florida for his heart surgery and married his sexy nurse Silvia.
Some of Bob's most famous fetes should be mentioned. He flew a J3 Cub on pontoons under the railroad trestle on the Fox
River. Results- got chewed out by the Mayor of St. Charles. Bob, Bart and his son Jeff flew under the canopy at night. Results crashed! Test flew new Aeromaster - forgot to plug in ailerons - Results - crashed! Flew his new 1/3 scale Wildcat June 2004 with
the antenna wire rolled up in a little ball, inside the plane - Results - BIG crash! A young boy came out to the field and asked Bob to
test fly his new plane. It was underpowered so Bob hand launched it. In doing so, turned the switch off on the airplane. Results never saw the plane again. Editor: To this day, as legend would have it, the child, now an adult, can still be seen looking out to the
west.

By Paul Douds:
This happened about 30 to 40 years ago. The president of the club, who now lives in Florida, ran the club like a tyrant. He
caught Bob flying one day and ordered Bob to immediately land, as Bob forgot to pay his dues and was not allowed to fly as per club
newsletter. He and Bob got into a shouting match at the field and Bob proceeded to try to impeach the President. At a meeting the
president was actually presiding over, Bob motioned for an impeachment and got a second. A vote was called and it was a tie, 15 for
and 15 against. Two guys came into the meeting late and Bob asked for their vote and got it. The club immediately asked for the
President’s resignation and got it and the President walked out of the meeting right then and there. The President also kept the
minutes for the club in a large binder and has never given the binder nor minutes back to the club. There are about 3 to 4 years of
minutes missing for the club. This goes back to the late 1960's or early 1970's. It turns out that he moved to Florida near Bob's
winter home. One day when Bob was out flying he saw him and tried to "nuzzle" up to Bob, but Bob simply ignored him.
In another story, Bob Walker, Dan Compton and I went out on my boat to fly seaplanes but, when Bob showed up at my
home, he forget his wing to his seaplane..........you should have heard all the swearing going on when he was trying to find a wing
that wasn’t there, @#$%^&*()&%$ !

(Continued on page 5)
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By Cliff Fullhart:
We hadn't had our new field but for a year or two when a retired airline pilot, don't recall his name, brought out for Bob to
fly a beautiful rebuild Stearman biplane. The Stearman had been previously wrecked and was going to be discarded when the retiree
took on the rebuild project as he had plenty of time and wanted the challenge. I think maybe it was Bob's and he had wrecked it but
I'm not sure. Anyway, this fella was very proud of his accomplishment and wanted Bob to fly it and then it was to be hung up as a
proud display of his building prowess. After much checking out it was ready for that one flight. I was a neophyte and in awe of Bob's
thoroughness and obvious great abilities. The engine was fired up and the group of six or eight of us couldn't wait to see this beauty
take to the air. Sure enough it tracked straight as an arrow and gently lifted off. The Stearman started a gentle turn to the left and sure
enough the expert behind the sticks made the necessary correction. However, instead of straightening the Stearman out it only
continued to turn left only more so. Bob screamed "I ain't got it" and sure enough he didn't. The resulting crash reduced the once
beautiful masterpiece into a kit of balsa and plywood. The retiree was obviously devastated and couldn't believe what he had just
seen from this expert pilot. An attempt was made to find out what went wrong, an obvious battery failure from the newcomer or the
receiver battery was not properly charged. Wrong!!! After checking what servos still worked it was determined that the ailerons were
backwards. Bob felt bad as well as the rest of us there, and I personally never saw the retired pilot again at the field.
I should talk, as I have done the same thing twice, once to a new quarter scale J3 at Converse Indiana and to Bill Mikesell's
warbird at Crook's fly in. Bob was my mentor, and I have many good memories of my RC flying with Bob and his sons Jeff and
Tom.
Another story, this one’s about Bob's Breezy that he and Bill Holman built. Bob was always wanting to take anyone he
could talk into going up in his Breezy, two seats out in the breeze in front of the wing and engine. My sister was in town, this would
have been about 1985, with her family, and Bob and I agreed it would be fun to give everyone a ride. He kept the plane at Olson
airport and we agreed to meet there one nice Saturday morning. We arrived at Olson at the designated time, but no Bob. His partner
in crime, Billy, showed up and told us the Breezy wasn't flyable on account of an electrical problem, couldn't get it started. We were
very disappointed, that is, everyone but my sister who is afraid of heights. We were about ready to leave when Bob came screeching
in. “Let’s go flying!!!” What?? The Breezy is down. “Heck no,” said Bob, “we'll hand prop this baby, we don't need all those
instruments anyway.” Sure enough, Billy propped the Breezy and gave all of us a great ride. My nephew was beside himself with
great joy, never having been out in the breeze with leather flying helmet and goggles 50 ft over the corn. Thanks, Bob, for all the
great memories. Cliff Fullhart

Post Walker Roast
For over thirty years, under the outstanding leadership of Bob Walker, Robart has been serving the needs of airplane
modelers from around the world. Starting with the Super Shoe and followed shortly by the Hinge Points, Robart grew into the
company it is today, supplying the needs of our fellow hobbyists from all walks of life. Take the time to view the impressive Robart
web site at www.Robart.com. The product list seems to go on and on forever, Hinge Points, retracts of all descriptions, wheels,
pneumatic disc breaks, control horns, fuel systems, R780 Radial Engine and to the distributorship of Zap Glue and the new Fun
Sonic Turbines and this is just a partial list. All of us have enjoyed using many of his fine products over the years.
Bob, we are thankful for all of those great memories and your excellent products. We hope you enjoy your much deserved
retirement!
Marty Davis
Fox Valley Aero Club
Editor: A special thanks goes out to Lee Patterson who did most of the back stage arm twisting for me. Being new to the club, I am
flying blind a lot of the time.
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News Bulletin!!

Swap Meet, Great Success, Record Profits!!

Record Sales and Profits at the 2005 FVAC Swap Meet!! The Swap Meet generated net profit (after expenses) of $2,206.21.
Due to the generous donations of the FVAC Club Members we sold approximately $1,400.00 at the club table. We sold 53 tables to
dealers and individuals. Club members were present to smoothly set up and tear down the tables and clean the auditorium.
My special thanks to Steve Baker (moral support and guidance), Lee Patterson (getting extra tables), Mike Kostecki
(registration help), Paul Douds (handling the club table merchandise), Ken Kaiser (designing the brochure), Mel Ziska and Esther
(Coffee Donation and running the Food Table), and all of the participating FVAC members.
Thanks, Members,
Julian L. Pugh
FVAC 2005 Swap Meet Chairman

So You Think Your Plane is Lost Forever?
If your big dollar new toy was just swallowed up by a corn field, the first thing to do is to stay calm and try not to take your
eyes off the spot where it went in. I know it is easier said than done, with your newest creation out there all by its lonesome! But
now is not the time to blindly charge out there after it. Stay calm and focus your eyes on that one spot.
The second thing to do is to pick a landmark to lock in its location straight out from where you are standing and memorize
it. Remembering it is in line with one of those big trees out there just doesn’t cut it. The last thing your helpers want to hear, while
trudging through a hot, mosquito infested corn field, is that you think it crashed in line with one of these big trees. Now is the time to
slowly and methodically pick a specific landmark that can be used over and over again in case second or third search tries are
needed.
The third and most important thing is to estimate the distance and then double it. That’s right, your plane will almost always be twice as far out as you think. Trust me on this, people, I have spent many hours of my life looking for my toy airplanes lost
in corn fields, and I know. I always come back with my plane, well, all of the pieces anyway. I think it has to do with how your eyes
estimate distance in an open flat corn field setting. This perception problem is so powerful that I have heard people swear they saw
their plane go down in front of a line of trees, when later I found their plane on the far side of the same tree line. So don’t waste your
time looking where you swear you saw your plane go in. Your big dollar new toy won’t be there! Just look much further out. Marty

Field Loan Reduction Lottery !!
If you missed our Jan. 13, 2005, general meeting the Field Loan Reduction Lottery was covered. Our new Secretary, Julian Pugh,
introduced this lottery to the club at our general meeting. We have a $50,000 loan at Old Second Bank signed by 3 of our club members. The interest floats and adjusts with the prime interest rate, and the interest keeps going up. If we pay it off by using this lottery we will save more than $16,000 in interest. Get 50 club members to "loan" the club 1000 dollars for five years interest free.
You lose nothing ...............you will get your money back. Now the club has 50,000 dollars up front to work with. At the March
meeting of 2005 after the dues have come in, put all 50 names in a jar and draw out a name. That person gets his 1000 dollars back.
The name/chip is only drawn once the Club's balance is in excess of $10,000. You will receive a certificate signed by our president,
Jeff Anderson and Secretary Julian Pugh that says the following:" Field Loan Reduction Lottery----Fox Valley Aero Club....Let it be
known that _______________ has invested $1000 into the Field Loan Reduction Lottery Fund and will have Lottery Chip #__ inserted into the FVAC Lottery Drawing Jar in his/her name. The Lottery Chip will be redeemed for $1000 when the Lottery Chip is
drawn at one of the lottery drawings scheduled by the FVAC Board of Directors." If you are interested in investing $1000 with the
club, call any officer or board member. See you at the new airfield? By Paul Douds
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PATTERN 101
By Club Member, Chris Moon

Pull-pull control setups have been popular for a long time, especially on rudders. The main reasons for using a pull-pull setup
are control accuracy, light weight, and ease of setup. A pull-pull is always “pulling” by definition. This is important because a pulling cable (or pushrod) does not flex or “deflect”. Only when a rod is pushing will it have a tendency to flex or deflect, so a pull-pull
setup will give greater control accuracy than would a typical push-pull pushrod setup. Ok, so why not use pull-pull cables on all
surfaces like the elevators and ailerons too? This is certainly an option. The main down side is that now you are working with 2
surfaces like elevators that need to move exactly in unison, and most people will run into problems due to the cable tension not being
exactly identical on both elevators.
There are many options when making a pull-pull setup, primarily which type of cable to use? There are many pre-packaged
setups that you can buy with materials like Kevlar, steel wire, thin music wire, or plastic coated steel braided wire. All have their
plusses and minuses, and I have tried most every setup available, and have settled on a system that I like. The setup is very simple
and uses very fine .032 stainless steel braided cable in a plastic sheath. Sullivan makes a .032 cable rod setup stock # S507 that is
36” long. Get 2 of these, and you are all set. Or, you can get stock # S522 which gives you a roll of 30’ of cable and sheath with
fittings and you will have many planes’ worth of material. The .032 wire is just like the steel braided cable used in many throttle
pushrod kits, but much
smaller in diameter. To
install the setup you need
to solder a threaded fitting
on one end, cut and install
the wire in the plastic
sheath and solder another
fitting on the opposite end
and add clevises and you
are done. Picture 1 shows
a typical connection at the
rudder control horn. The
cable goes into a solder
threaded fitting with a
clevis and lock nut.
The servo end is
shown in picture 2 with
the cable going into a solder threaded fitting with a
ball link used onto the
servo arm. When you use
a steel clevis like shown at
the rear, it is always a
good idea to use a nylon
fitting (clevis or ball-link) at the other end since the cable could unwind itself from the steel clevises and come loose. The lock nut
shown against the steel clevis is an extra safety precaution. If you notice, I have used just 2-56 size hardware on the rudder cable.
This is plenty strong since there are no pushing forces which would necessitate using larger materials and hardware to prevent pushrod flexing.

(continued on page 8)
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That’s it…you have a very precise and slop
free rudder control setup now. I like the .032 wire
because it does not stretch at all so there is no
constant need to tighten the clevises. Also, there
is no need to have the wires under constant high
tension like with a Kevlar cord type setup. On the
.032 cable setup, you just adjust the clevises on
each side to allow the rudder to reach center and
no further. You do not need to keep tension on
the cable. Don’t leave any slack obviously, but
don’t make it too tight. A Kevlar setup needs to
have the cords kept under tension in order to get a
precise response from the rudder. This is very
hard on the rudder servo since it keeps constant
strain on the output gear and bearings inside the
servo.

The throttle pushrod setup is very similar
to what most people already have been doing in
their sport planes. Picture 3 shows the throttle
pushrod in my #2 Eclipse. The pushrod is a regular .056 braided cable with a solder threaded link
and a ball link. The pushrod is identical at the
motor with a threaded link and ball link on the
carburetor.

Chris Moon
Cmoon767@aol.co

————————————————————————————-

Dates to Remember by Paul Douds
June 11, 2005 Grand Opening & Kids Fly Day - Greg and Cheryl Bohler, Jeff Anderson-CD's June 19, 2005 - Pylon Race Jim Hagner & Mike Kostecki CD's June 25 & 26 Heli Meet - Cindy Fuchsen CD July 15, 16, & 17, 2005 - Windy City Jet Meet Jeff Anderson, Dave Murry, & Tim Redelman - CD's July 22, 23, & 24 - Festival of Giants - Jack Treadman - CD Sept. 4 - Pylon
Race - Jim Hagner & Mike Kostecki CD's Planned but not scheduled yet: Big 3D Event - Dave Gustafson - CD.
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Good Eats by Chef Ruby
Clam Chowder, from Bratten’s Seafood, Salt Lake City
Ingredients: 2 (6 ½ oz.) cans minced clams, 2 cups chopped potatoes, 1 cup finely chopped onions, 1 cup finely chopped celery,
¾ cup butter, ½ cup flour, 1 quart whole milk*, 1½ tsp salt, dash of pepper.
Chef Ruby states: Drain juice from clams into soup pot. Add vegetables and add enough water to cover vegetables. Simmer covered until tender (leave potatoes a touch under cooked). In large saucepan melt butter and add flour. Blend and cook, stirring, 2 to
3 minutes. Slowly add milk; cook and stir until smooth and thick. Pour into vegetable mix. Add clams; heat
through (add canned clams last and just heat, will get tough if heated too much). Add salt and pepper (the
flavors are mild so it is very important you use enough salt). If needed, milk** may be added until desired
consistency is obtained (in Maine it is served much thinner than here).
* Some Chefs prefer half and half
**Or bottled clam juice
Editor: Chef Ruby and her husband Jim are our good neighbors who I grace with our club newsletter from time to time. I think
this recipe is her way of thanking us for receiving such an insightful and much sought after well-rounded newsletter.
Chef Ruby, please forgive me for I just can’t seem to leave well enough alone. So in addition to the two cans of minced
clams, I threw in a drained 10 oz can of whole baby clams on the theory that if a little is good, more has got to be better. Either
way you have it, it is great. The flavor is to die for. This great recipe may just have saved me a 15 hour drive to the state of Maine
for my chowder fix. All I need now is a touch of salt air. This is the clam chowder recipe I have searched for my whole life! Dust
off your pots and pans, people, and give it a go!

From the Editor…
Now that we are enjoying this great new field of ours, we do have to remember that we have boundary lines to respect.
The tree line to the west, farmer’s field to the south, the buildings to the east, and of course no flying over the pit area to the north
of runway. It is important that we honor these boundaries to keep good neighbors. Like the saying goes, “good fences make good
neighbors”. Let’s all try and remain within our fence in the sky and respect those boundary lines.
Well, it looks like Julian will not have to quit the club after all. All of his worries were for not. The Swap Shop was a
resounding success!! One of best in club history! Great job Julian.
Bob Walker is now down in sunny Florida soaking up a little sun and enjoying his much deserved retirement. I must
admit I am having trouble with Bob retiring from something most of us would like to retire into. Anyhow, I can’t see him sitting
too long. Maybe just long enough to recharge his batteries. Happy retirement, Bob. Members, don’t miss the Walker Roast this
issue.
We want to welcome Merlyn Gray to our club. As we all know Merlyn has considerable experience in quarter scale and
it will be great fun seeing some of his scale projects at the field.
I think I noticed a few empty chairs at our last meeting. People, let’s all try and make these meetings. We have a President who thinks outside of the box and has some really neat ideas. He and some of our members are starting to work some magic
to pay our field debt off. Jeff runs an interesting meeting, and you don’t want to miss any of these get-togethers. I would like to
see all of my newly appointed cub reporters at every meeting. With lots of stuff going on, a Jeff meeting is never boring and
should not be missed.
Every month the newsletter starts out with all of these pages blank. I want to thank all the people who helped me fill
these blank sheets this month. Starting with Chris Moon who is the core of our newsletter with 2 pages every month, next our Secretary, Julian Pugh, then president Jeff Anderson, Al Trevino, VP Paul Douds, Jason Walsh, Lee Patterson, Cliff Fullhart, and
hopefully you next month. There literally has to be a million topics to write about. A million and one if you count my Good Eats
by Chef Whoever section. Now that we have all of our members getting the newsletter each month, I will be expecting each of my
newly appointed cub reporters to start helping me out here.
I trust all of our members will take the time to print out their newsletter to make a coffee table version. It
would be good for your editor’s fragile ego.
Marty Davis
Flypaper Editor
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